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Abstract: Elevators are an essential indoor transportation tool in high-rise buildings. The world is
advocating the design concept of safety, energy-saving, and intelligence. We focus on improving
operation speed and utilization efficiency of the elevator group. This paper proposed a real-time
reservation elevator groups optimization algorithm, and a dynamic matrix iterative model has been
established. The indoor navigation technology UWB is applied, which can help users to quickly find
elevators. The manned equilibrium efficiency and running time equilibrium efficiency of elevator
group are given. Moreover, the data filtering criterion formulas for user waiting time and elevator
remaining space are defined. In this paper, three numerical examples are given. Example 1 is a
single elevator in n-storey building. Example 2 is compared with different scheduling algorithms,
such as FCFS, SSTF, LOOK, and SCAN algorithms, and the results show that our method has the
advantages of short total running time and less round-trip frequency. At last, the matrix of numerical
iteration results are visualized, and the data movement status of people on each floor can be observed.
Example 3 introduced elevator group algorithms. For high-rise buildings, this paper adopts a high,
medium, and low hierarchical management model; this model has high coordination, as well as
fast response, batch process, and adaptive function. Finally, we also discussed and compared the
complexity of single elevator and elevator group algorithms. Therefore, this method has great
development potential and practical application value, which deserves further study.

Keywords: elevator group; data flow pre-processing; iteration scheduling algorithm; hierarchical
management model; indoor navigation; batch transfer

Highlights

• This paper proposes a real-time matrix iteration optimization algorithm, using a
matrix to describe the elevator’s operation condition. Our algorithm improves the
utilization rate, reducing waiting time, having less total running time, and having low
round-trip frequency, when compared with the other four methods.

• A reservation elevator software has been designed in this paper. So, there is no need
to touch the button in this way, which can avoid the chance of spreading bacteria. The
manned equilibrium efficiency and running time equilibrium efficiency of elevator
group are given.

• Application face recognition can improve algorithm stability. Increasing indoor navi-
gation UWB technology can help users to quickly find nearby elevators. In addition,
waiting time and elevator remaining space data filtering criteria formulas are given.
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• For super high-rise buildings, this paper adopts a hierarchical management model,
which can improve coordination and operation speed. Finally, the computational
complexity of a single elevator and an elevator group are compared.

1. Introduction
1.1. Research Motivation and Significance

Elevators are an essential indoor transportation tool in public areas, such as people
going shopping, learning at the library, sightseeing elevators, and other public activities.
However, there are still many aspects of traditional elevators that need to be improved
and optimized, such as the number of elevators at the peak of work is insufficient, elevator
overload will easily cause safety accidents and the unfair distribution of tasks causes waste
of power resources, etc. There are already many elevator scheduling algorithms, and the
utilization efficiency and operating speed are improving.

In view of the above reasons, this paper focuses on the optimization algorithm of
elevator group. The purpose is to simplify the operation mode, to have the characteristics
of diversity, and to solve the various problems encountered by users in use. We change
the research thinking, obtain accurate data through the reservation method, and provide a
reliable foundation for the optimization model and obtain sufficient optimization decision-
making time. This paper aims to show that the established mathematical model can
improve the coordination and utilization of elevators, reduce the elevator round trip
batches, and reduce the waiting time of users. The ultimate goal is to save energy and
improve the comfort of users, as well as promote the construction of smart cities in the new
era. The road to the happiness of science and technology is for the benefit of humanity.

1.2. Related Work

The scheduling algorithm has a wide range of applications, not only in elevators
but also in computer hard disk, transportation, express transportation, and wireless
networks [1–3]. The current common elevator scheduling algorithms include FCFS (First
Come First Serve), SCAN, LOOk algorithm, SSTF (Shortest Seek Time First), SATF (Shortest
Access Time First), etc., [4–7]. The advantages of FCFS algorithm are fairness, early call,
and early response. The defect is that the elevator has a high frequency of round trip
and low utilization rate. The program of SCAN algorithm is stable and simple, and it
is round trip at the lowest floor and highest floor. The defect is that no-load is serious,
and energy is wasted. LOOK is wiser than the SCAN algorithm, and the elevator only
reaches the minimum and maximum values of the call floor. SSTF and SATF belong to
local optimization, without overall planning. In addition, the above algorithm is mainly
for low floors and low crowd density. It does not consider the balance between the waiting
time and the overall operating efficiency. These factors will affect the user’s satisfaction
and the total operating time of the elevator. So, the short time-consuming algorithm is still
being explored.

In recent years, elevator group optimization algorithms have been constantly improv-
ing, and the research trends have shifted to multidisciplinary applications, multi-angle
modeling, and simulation experiments. The scheduling problem can be solved from statis-
tics and graph theory. The number of people taking the elevator has different characteristics
in different locations. Of course, there are special circumstances, such as training institu-
tions, movie theaters, rush hour, etc., where the inflow rate of users into elevators varies
periodically with time. Passenger flow can be predicted by the support vector machine
(SVM) method and fuzzy information granulation (FIG) method [8]. Deep learning can
learn and predict the parking position of the elevator and the remaining space of the
elevator. A search model is built to solve dispatching optimization [9]. The elevators can
be described by the nonlinear-map model. Using this method can obtain the return map
for inflow rate and its period [10]. Another elevator scheduling algorithm can be combined
with the Monte Carlo method for simulation. For the DGC (Destination Group Control)
system, the value of the elevator round trip time can be calculated under destination group
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control using (the highest reversal floor) and S (the expected number of stops in a round
trip) [11]. In literature [12], with the help of order statistics, round-trip time estimation
of the 2D or 3D system analytically estimated, this method can also be verified by Monte
Carlo simulation.

Furthermore, improving the utilization rate of elevator groups has been a research
hotspot in the field of elevator optimization. The total energy consumed by the elevator
each year is also a large expense [13,14]. The elevator scheduling algorithm can also be
optimized according to the energy method. This method same need to predict the energy
and power consumption of elevators or simulated movement of occupants [15]. Moreover,
the Robust Optimization Scheduling Model is built to handle elevators by energy under
uncertain up-peak traffic flow [16]. In addition, the elevator scheduling algorithm can also
be controlled according to fuzzy logic theory. An elevator group control system based on
fuzzy logic method (FEGCS) is mainly choosing the best plan from the local control system
(LCS) as the execution strategy in order to reduce the user waiting time and the power
consumption [17]. The elevator group controller based on the fuzzy logic framework, using
average waiting time (AWT) as a performance metric, requires a wealth of experience to
adjust the appropriate membership function and select the appropriate fuzzy rule set to
generate appropriate control actions [18,19]. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm
has been applied to elevator group control systems, which is a technique used to serve
skyscrapers during peak traffic. The defect of this algorithm is that it is easy to fall into local
extreme points, and it is difficult to obtain high-precision numerical solutions [20]. Genetic
algorithm has also been introduced into the field of elevator scheduling algorithms [21–23];
a single genetic algorithm code cannot fully constrain the optimization problem, and it has
the phenomenon of early convergence.

The traditional elevator has some problems, such as a long time to solve, there are
multiple models in different scenarios, and the utilization rate is not high. The main
influencing factors are the uncertain number of users waiting to take the elevator, inaccurate
estimation of the number of people inside the elevator, and destination floor number input
error that cannot be corrected in time. The above factors make it difficult to optimize the
best assignment plan. The non-booking model can only use historical data to predict or
the accumulated experience to obtain the results with lag, and it is difficult to optimize the
most accurate results in real-time. Given this, this article proposes an elevator reservation
model. The most significant advantage is that the most accurate data is obtained in advance,
which is conducive to planning the best task scheduling strategy. In fact, the ideas and
advantages of scheduling appointments have been gradually discovered and applied in real
life, for example, Cloud manufacturing (CMfg) [24], outpatient medical appointments [25],
immediate ride-hailing service [26], etc. However, the booking scheduling algorithms
are currently in the exploratory stage, which is the significance and innovative value
of research.

1.3. Contributions

This paper focuses on improving the user-friendly, speed, and efficiency of the elevator
groups, and our main contributions have five points. Firstly, we created two ways to take
the elevator: long-distance APP booking and on-site entry elevator reservation system,
which reduced waiting time. Traditional elevator algorithms need to predict the flow of
people, but our method collects data by user’s reservation so that we can obtain more
accurate data. The second contribution is that this paper proposed a real-time reservation
elevator group optimization algorithm. A dynamic matrix iterative model is established.
This model balances the waiting time and overall operating efficiency. Pre-allocate tasks can
reduce the number of round trips and improve elevator utilization. Thirdly, the manned
equilibrium efficiency and running time equilibrium efficiency of elevator group are given.
Fourthly, for super high floors, we have proposed a hierarchical management model. The
elevator group algorithms are flexible, coordinated with each other, adaptively start the
number of elevators, and have the function of automatically preventing overload. The
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last contribution is that the addition of face recognition technology and indoor navigation
not only facilitates users finding elevators quickly but also promotes indoor commercial
applications. Mature face recognition technology can also improve the reliability of elevator
safe operation.

1.4. Structure and Framework of This Paper

This article consists of four parts. Section 2 introduces the model theory of matrix
iterative optimization algorithm theory. Meanwhile, the principle of solving the least square
solution of the indoor navigation algorithm UWB is given. In addition, we also proposed an
equilibrium mechanism of priority order and users satisfaction. This part explains in detail
how the elevator automatically prevents overloading. Section 3 mainly introduces three
numerical examples and compares them with other algorithms. Numerical experiments
include single elevator, double elevator, and elevator group. Section 4 is mainly a discussion
and summary. We discuss the relationship and complexity of single elevator and elevator
group and summarize the contribution of this article and important research conclusions.

2. Mathematical Model and Application Design of Booking Elevators
2.1. Variable Interpretation

This paper mainly studies the real-time elevator group optimization algorithm.
The multiple models established in this paper, such as the estimation model of user’s

movement time based on indoor navigation, and the time judgment standard model is
defined. Furthermore, the automatic load limit iteration model of the elevator is proposed.
Again, these model functions can help the time pre-processing and space pre-processing to
filter data, the comparison and connection of the complexity of single elevator and elevator
group are discussed, etc. These models use multiple matrices and multiple functional
variables. To facilitate the reader’s understanding, this section gives the most critical
variable explanation; the details are as follows in Table 1.

Table 1. All the key variables in models are summarized and explained.

Variable Name Explanation & Description Variable Name Explanation & Description

W Waiting matrix W time
ijm The actual total waiting time matrix of users m.

Wup Uplink waiting matrix Wui Uplink waiting index matrix
Wdown Downlink waiting matrix Wdi Downlink waiting index matrix

M Moving matrix M in Entering matrix
Mout Exiting matrix R Remaining matrix

C Capacity matrix ri1
The distance difference between the mobile tag to

the i-th base station and the first base station.

testimate
The average time testimate of users i arrive at

elevator j. dij The distance from the i-th user to the j-th elevator.

T1
T1 is a time with elevator move to current

i-th layer. T2
Time T2 takes for user m from the place of
submission to the elevator waiting area.

wt
ijm

wt
ijm = T1 + T2 means a actual total waiting time

of users.Ac(k)
Ac(k)

When elevator to the k-th floor, the total number of
remaining space of elevator.

Tup
i The elevator acceptable reference time of up. Tdown

i The elevator acceptable reference time of down.

Fb Fb contains the reservation starting floor set S
and the destination floor set D.

δ0
ij

The elevator space judgment functions in the
initial state.

δk
ij

The elevator space judgment functions at the
middle k-th floor. Pload max Maximum number of people on elevator load.

ηP
The equilibrium rate of elevator group in a one

cycle is based on the total number of users. ηT
The equilibrium rate of elevator group in a one

cycle is based on the total running time.
O(n) The complexity of a single elevator. O(m) The complexity of the elevator group.

2.2. Single Elevator Booking Model

The reservation model is widely used in real-life scheduling problems [27–29]. The
solution steps of this model are carried out in the following order: the data collection must
be completed first and then perform data pre-processing, bring in the optimization model
to solve, and, finally, visualize the results. The leading theory of the algorithm includes
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five parts: reservation data collection, the priority of nearest principle combined with time
constraints, real-time matrix movement iteration method, and matrix visualization.

2.2.1. Booking Data Collection

Passengers can scan the QR code or download the official App in advance near the
mall and make an appointment 10–120 s in advance. Users are required to submit some
primary information when they are first registered, and next time only need to fill in the
destination floor. The preliminary information includes the starting floor (The system
automatically fills in the starting floor when scanning the QR code.), the destination floor
number, and the number of passengers. The system automatically records the submission
time. We have already designed the default software system, and the design interface and
registration information are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1. The main interface of reservation elevator APP.

Figure 2. Interface information of personal information registration.

Moreover, recent personal photos should be uploaded (change it every six months),
with some basic information, including height, weight, opening Bluetooth. So, a one-to-one
relationship has been established between reservation information and users. This purpose
is that the system can detect whether the reserved person has entered the elevator. If
face matching fails, we can use basic information to make the second judgment. If only
one passenger, please submit data directly. If many passengers are going to the same
destination, each of them can submit their companions’ information.
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2.2.2. Application of Indoor UWB Navigation

Indoor positioning can use high-precision Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) pulse technology.
UWB positioning technology is currently the most accurate (10 cm), which is close to laser
positioning, but the cost is lower. Adding UWB navigation to the APP that can help users
to find the nearest elevator can also estimate the time from the submission [30,31]. The
countdown function reminds users how much time of this reservation is left. If users do
not enter the elevator at the scheduled time, the system will automatically clean this data.
Adding the time limit can improve the operating efficiency and safety factor of the elevator.
The following three are more commonly used in UWB positioning: TOA (time of arrival) is
determined by the signal propagation from the mobile terminal to more than three base
stations, AOA (angle of arrival) based on direction angle, and TDOA (time difference
of arrival) based on the time difference. The definitions of TOA, AOA, and TDOA are
as follows:

TOA: Using the principle of triangulation, the distance between the signal source and
different base stations can be located. TOA estimates the distance by measuring the delay
from the base station to the tag.

AOA: According to the phase difference when the signal arrives at different antennas
and the distance between the two antennas, the angle between the two antennas at different
base stations and the signal can be measured. From a plane perspective, the signal source
can be located. The technique of positioning by an angle is called the angle of arrival.

TDOA: This method is to calculate the distance between the two based on the time
difference between the transmission and reception of a radio wave. The signal has a
different time to different reference base stations, which means different distances so that
the specific location can be measured. There is strict time synchronization between the
base station and the tag, but the signal source complexity is low. Now, the following will
give a detailed description of the solution process of a TDOA positioning algorithm.

The principle of TDOA positioning is given in this section. The TDOA positioning
algorithm requires that each base station maintain time synchronization, which can reach
within 0.1 ns. The synchronization accuracy of UWB base stations is very accurate [32].
The mobile tag (mobile phone) signal is transmitted to the i-th base station, which takes the
time ti, and the time to the first base station is recorded as t1, while c is the electromagnetic
wave propagation speed. Therefore, the distance difference between the mobile tag to the
i-th base station and the first base station is recorded as ri1.

ri1 = c(ti − t1). (1)

An indoor movement time estimation model based on the TDOA algorithm is estab-
lished. We given an 2D navigation positioning example with mathematical derivation,
the purpose is to determine the user’s position coordinates in real-time. Then, the system
can estimate the time to reach the elevator according to the user location and the average
moving speed of people. This can ensure that users can take the elevator allocated by the
system within a specific time.

The coordinates of base station i is (xi, yi), 1 ≤ i ≤ M, the coordinates of the target tag
is (x, y), and the distance from the tag (user’s phone) to the base station (Wireless Sensor
with mobile signal detection) is recorded as:

ri =

√
(x− xi)

2 + (y− yi)
2. (2)

Letting Ki = x2
i + y2

i and squaring both sides of Equation (3), we can get:

r2
i = (x− xi)

2 + (y− yi)
2 = Ki − 2xix− 2yiy + x2 + y2. (3)

If i = 1, then, Equation (4) of r1 can be obtained from Equation (3).

r2
1 = (x− x1)

2 + (y− y1)
2 = K1 − 2x1x− 2y1y + x2 + y2. (4)
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The distance difference between the mobile tag to the i-th base station and the first
base station is recorded as ri1, which can be expressed as ri1 = ri − r1. Then, combining
Equations (3) and (4), we can get Equation (5)

r2
i,1 = (ri − r1)

2 = −2ri,1r1 − 2xi,1x− 2yi,1y + Ki − K1. (5)

Among them, the unknown vector to be solved is z = (x, y, r1)
T , (x, y) is the co-

ordinates of the moving tag, and r1 is the distance from the mobile tag to base station
1. Bring in the coordinates of the point to get M− 1 equations, where M represents the
number of indoor base stations that can accept the current tag signal, and then apply the
principle of least squares, we can quickly get a linear Equation (6), which can be written
as h = Gz. Here, the distance coordinate difference in matrix G can be expressed as
xi,1 = xi − x1, yi,1 = yi − y1.

h =


r2

2,1 − K2 + K1
r2

3,1 − K3 + K1
. . .

r2
M,1 − KM + K1

, G = −2 ·


x2,1 y2,1 r2,1
x3,1 y3,1 r3,1

. . .
xM,1 yM,1 rM,1

. (6)

Finally, using the least square method, we can get the solution of the parameters

ẑ = (x̂, ŷ, r̂1)
T =

(
GTG

)−1
GTh. (7)

The above M− 1 TDOA measurement values constitute M− 1 hyperbolic equations,
and the final label coordinates can be obtained by solving Equation (7). The distance from
the user to the elevator is recorded as dij, and the average moving speed of the user is
vp, the distance from the user’s i-th submission location xi = (xi, yi) to the coordinates
xj =

(
xj, yj

)
of the j-th elevator is dij, the number of average tests is recorded as Ntest, and

then the average time i-th users arrive at elevator j-th is estimated to be testimate.

testimate =
dij

vp
=

Ntest
∑

i=1

∥∥xi − xj
∥∥

2

Ntest vp
i = 1, 2, . . . , Ntest . (8)

2.2.3. Matrix Description Method of Elevator Operation Status

This algorithm abstracts the elevator carrying situation into a mathematical matrix
model [33,34]; people who have made an appointment can be described by a three-
dimensional waiting matrix W (Waiting people), and W ijk = n indicates that n people will
move from the i-th floor to the j-th floor. The three-dimensional matrix has the characteris-
tics of tensor, and more information can be stored in the k-dimensional. For example, k =
1 represents the number of waiting people with downward demand, k = 2 represents the
directional index of downward demand, k = 3 represents the number of waiting people
with upward demand, k = 4 represents the directional index of upward demand, and k = m
(m ≥ 5) stores the actual waiting time of different users.

Here, we need to explain the reason that we choose a 3-dimensional matrix W ijk
representation to instead of a 2-dimensional matrix W ij (if i < j, W ij represents upward
demand, i > j represents downward demand); the purpose is that k is a one-dimensional
traversal when data is divided and searched. ij is a two-dimensional traversal [35,36].
Therefore, W ijk divided data tables much faster than W ij. Whether the user can enter the
elevator after the request is affected by three factors: the elevator load limit, the submission
time, and the current remaining space of the elevator. Here, we define a 3-dimensional
waiting matrix W , which stores the downstairs demand user matrix Wdown

n×n , the upward
demand user matrix Wup

n×n, and the direction index matrix Wdi
n×n and Wui

n×n. Any element
wij in the W matrix means that the number of people from floor i to floor j is wij. The
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downlink waiting matrix is recorded as Wdow
n×n. According to the floor relationship, Wdown

n×n
element distribution is a lower triangular matrix.

Wdown
n×n = W(:, :, 1) =



0 0 0 · · · 0
w211 0 0 · · · 0

w311 w321
. . .

...
...

...
... 0 0

wn11 wn21 · · · wn,n−1,1 0

. (9)

Each waiting user who needs to go downstairs is recorded as wdi
ij = 1, and their

director index matrix is written as Wdi
n×n.

Wdi
n×n = W(:, :, 2) =



0 0 0 · · · 0
1 0 0 · · · 0

1 1
. . .

...
...

...
... 0 0

1 1 · · · 1 0

. (10)

The waiting matrix W is a dense matrix at the peak period, and the other time period
is a sparse matrix. We have defined matrix Wdown

n×n , similarly, it is very easy to define uplink
waiting matrix Wup

n×n. Its element distribution is an upper triangular matrix.

Wup
n×n = W(:, :, 3) =



0 w123 w133 · · · w1n3
0 0 w233 · · · w2n3
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...
... 0 wn−1,n,3

0 0 · · · 0 0

. (11)

Each waiting user who needs to go upstairs is recorded as wdi
ij = 2, and their director

index matrix is written as Wui
n×n.

Wui
n×n = W(:, :, 4) =



0 2 2 · · · 2
0 0 2 · · · 2
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...
... 0 2

0 0 · · · 0 0

. (12)

The elevator booking algorithm needs to have a real-time dynamic feature, so we
defined the matrix W time

ijm which related to the user’s actual waiting time. This matrix
records the number of people waiting to take the elevator and the index matrix of the
direction of movement. wt

ijm = T1 + T2 means a actual total waiting time including time T1

and time T2, T1 is a time with elevator move to current i-th layer, and time T2 takes for user
m from the place of submission to the elevator waiting area. This time can be determined
according to the distance of the navigation system and the average moving speed of the
customer vm. The current position coordinate of the customer is xp =

(
xp, yp

)
, and the

elevator coordinate specified by the system is xq =
(
xq, yq

)
. The time the user arrives at
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the elevator waiting area is T2 =
‖xp−xq‖2

vm
. So, the system calculates the user’s actual total

waiting time is wt
ijm(m ≥ 5), and then the time matrix is denoted as:

W time = W(:, :, m) =



0 w12m w13m · · · w1nm
w21m 0 w23m · · · w2nm

w31m w32m
. . .

...
...

...
... 0 wn−1,n,m

wn1m wn2m · · · wn,n−1,m 0

. (13)

The rows of matrix W represent the number distribution of people starting at the
same floor, and the columns represent the destinations floor where users want to go
to. This model uses the moving matrix M to describe the number of people who can
come in elevators or come out elevators without overload, and it is also affected by the
elevator carrying capacity matrix Cn×n and Pload max. The rows of matrix W represent the
number distribution of people starting at the same floor, and the columns represent the
destinations floor where users want to go to. This model uses the moving matrix M to
describe the number of people who can come in elevators or come out elevators without
overload, it is also affected by the elevator carrying capacity matrix Cn×n and Pload max,
Pload max represents the maximum load number of elevators, and this model is uniformly
stipulated as Pload max = 15. The capacity matrix of elevators has no direction, so it can be
represented by a two-dimensional matrix, and the element cij represents the remaining
space of elevators from i to j floors. The specific form of capacity matrix Cn×n is :

Cn×n =



c11 c12 c13 · · · c1n
c21 c22 c23 · · · c2n

c31 c3,2
. . . . . .

...
...

...
. . . cn−1,n

cn1 cn,2 · · · · · · cnn

. (14)

The moving matrix Mijk contains entering matrix Min
n×n and exiting matrix Mout

n×n.
The two directional index matrices of the moving matrix are Mouti

n×n = M(:, :, 2) and
Mini

n×n = M(:, :, 4). The elements of Mout
n×n satisfy the relationship 0 ≤ mij1 ≤ wij1. Exiting

matrix Mout
n×n matrix can be written as:

Mout
n×n = M(:, ; , 1) =



0 0 0 · · · 0
m211 0 0 · · · 0

m311 m321
. . . . . .

...
...

...
. . . 0 0

mn11 mn21 · · · mn,n−1,1 0

. (15)

Among them, mij3 represents users take elevator upward from level i to level j. The
elements of Min

n×n satisfy the relationship 0 ≤ mij3 ≤ wij3. Min
n×n represents the number of

users entering the elevator. Entering matrix Min
n×n can be written as Equation (16).

Min
n×n = M(:, : 3) =



0 m123 m133 · · · m1n3
0 0 m233 · · · m2n3

0 0
. . . . . .

...
...

...
. . . 0 mn−1,n,3

0 0 · · · 0 0

. (16)
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2.2.4. Automatic Load Limit Function

Every elevator has the maximum load capacity Pload max, and the number of people
that exceeds the limit load will cause an unsafe incident. Therefore, in order to ensure the
safety of users, our algorithm has a function of automatic load-limiting. When the elevator
is overloaded, it will issue an alarm or refuse to open the door. Usually, the elevator load is
limited by 15 people with 1300 kg load and 10 people with 850 kg load. The reservation
elevators reach the total limit of people, they will stop accepting new tasks until there is a
passenger out of the elevator. The elevator has been repeating this judgment criterion, that
is, the continuous crowd is unlimited, but the elevator capacity is limited. This process is
very similar to the CPU processing multi-threaded tasks in limited memory. The following
will give the formula for solving capacity matrix C and the iterative formula for the manned
space Ac(k) of each floor.

When taking the elevator to the k-th floor, the total number of remaining space of
elevator is Ac(k). The remaining space Ac(k) is equal to the prehistoric k− 1 floor plus the
new generation space Nc

(k) of the current k-floor, where Nc
(k) equals the total number of

passengers Mout
(k) come out elevator at the k-th floor minus the new come in people Min

(k) of
the k-th floor [37]. The iterative formula of remaining elevator space passing through each
floor can be expressed as:

Ac(k) = Ac(k−1) + Nc
(k) = Ac(k−1) + M(k)

out −M(k)
in , k = 1, 2, 3, N. (17)

Expression (17) is further processed to obtain a detailed iterative process, as shown in
Equation (18):

Ack = Ack−1 + Nc
k = Ack−1 +

k

∑
i=2

mout
ij −

N

∑
j=k+1

min
ij , i = 2, 3, ..k.j = k + 1, 2, .., N. (18)

(1) When k = 1:

The initial iteration is carried out; what needs to be emphasized here is on the first
floor. Only passengers on the first floor have the demand to go upstairs, but no passengers
leave the elevator at the beginning. Ac1 represents the manned space left after the first
floor is loaded into the passengers.

Ac1 = Ac0 + Nc
1 = Ack−1 −

N

∑
j=2

min
ij , i = 1, j = 2, 3, . . . , N. (19)

In Formula (19), M(1)
in = ∑N

j=2 min
ij indicates the total number of users who starting

point is the first floor, and the destination floor is j = 2, 3, . . . , N.

(2) When k = N − 1:

Similarly, it indicates that the remaining space of the elevator is:

AcN−1 = AcN−2 + Nc
N−1 = AcN−2 + ∑N−1

i=2 mout
ij −min

N−1,N , i = 2, 3, . . . , N − 1, j = N. (20)

(3) When k = N:

This indicates that the elevator has reached the highest floor. At this time, only
passengers leave the elevator and finish the upward transportation. Finally, the formula
AcN = Ploadmax = 15 is established.

AcN = AcN−1 + Nc
N = AcN−1 +

N

∑
j=2

mout
ij j = 2, 3, . . . , N. (21)

(4) Capacity matrix C load limiting formula.
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The elevator moves upward, and the initial iteration value is c0 = C11 = Pmaxload = 15,
i = 1, 2, . . . , N, j = 1, 2, . . . , N. Ultimately, each element cij of the capacity matrix C
corresponds to each bit (within the time limit) that is authorized to take the passenger min

ij .

Ci,j =

{
ci,j−1 min

i,j = 0

ci,j = ci,j−1 −min
i,j min

i,j 6= 0
. (22)

Whether the elevator moves up or down through each floor, the elevator available
space between empty and full load, the internal elements of the capacity matrix satisfy
the relationship:

0 ≤ Ci,j ≤ Pload max i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N, j = 1, 2, . . . N. (23)

2.2.5. Real-Time Matrix Iterative Optimization Algorithm

Since the matrix iterative algorithm contains many matrices, the data submitted by the
user is sorted by the priority to form a waiting matrix W . The timeliness of the algorithm is
mainly reflected in the newly submitted order data. There is a time limit for each customer
from submitting to entering the elevator. The submitted data is filtered by the principle of
the remaining space of the elevator and customer waiting time. Then, the users who meet
the standards will form a waiting matrix W time

ijm . If the remaining matrix R is a non-zero
matrix, it means that there are still some waiting customers, and then continues to loop
until all scheduled tasks are executed.

Data screening is divided into two steps: The first step is to screen all users on each
floor according to the specified time standard. The matching data constitutes Wup

ij and

Wdown
ij , which is equivalent to the completion of the first step of initial task division. The

second step is based on the actual elevator. The capacity space C is screened for the second
time to generate W in

ij and Wout
ij matrices. Meanwhile, during data pre-processing, we

give a standard formula for judging the waiting time of users, which can quickly select
users who meet the criteria and can finish the elevator tasks within 1–2 min. The screening
can also reflect the optimization process, which can promote the smooth operation of
elevators and shortened user waiting time. The data pre-processing task is completed.
Next, Section 2.2.5.2 will introduce the dynamic matrix iterative algorithm.

A Reference Standard for User’s Waiting Time

Priority will affect the actual efficiency and overall running time. In order to maximize
the utilization rate of the elevator, this paper proposes tasks in waiting time screening
rules to quickly select users who meet the standards, improve the process of elevator
operation, and reduce user waiting time. The system will deletes customers who make an
appointment but do not arrive on time. When the elevator is working, the upper and lower
tasks are completed separately. The uplink elevator is responsible for the uplink request.
Meanwhile, the downlink elevator is responsible for downlink requests.

Uplink tasks are sorted in order of appointment time to form a set tb
i =

[
tb
1, tb

2, . . . , tb
m

]
,

i = 1, 2, . . . , m, m ≤ n corresponding to reservation floor number is Fb =
[

f b
1 , f b

2 , . . . , f b
m, . . . , f b

k

]
,

and the set Fb contains the reservation starting floor set S and the destination floor set D,
which satisfies the relationship Fb = S

⋂
D, and m is the number of submissions [38]. The

time from submitting the reservation information to entering the elevator for each user is
called the user’s actual waiting time. This period of time needs to be calculated in advance.
We have given the specific calculation Formulas (24) and (25).

Tup
i = kbt1 + (Fi − Fmin)t2 + t3, (i = 1, 2, . . . , m, m ≤ n), (24)

Tdown
i = kbt1 + (Fmax − Fi)t2 + t3, (i = 1, 2, . . . , m, m ≤ k ≤ n). (25)
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Among them, t1 is a waiting time for passengers on the reservation floor, and t2 is
the time that some passengers take the elevator past the non-reservation floor. t3 is the
average time from the place where the users submit the data to the elevator. It can be
calculated according to the indoor navigation system, which is specifically expressed as

t3 =
dij
vp

=

Ntest
∑

i=1
‖xi−xj‖2

Ntest vp
. n is the total floor number, and Fi is the reservation information,

satisfying the relationship Fi ∈ Fb. kb is the total number of floors that the elevator needs
to open for the passenger i, and Fmin = min

(
Fb
)

and Fmax = max
(

Fb
)

correspond to the

minimum floor number and maximum floor number of set Fb. tb
i represents the estimated

time of the i-th customer, if the relationship satisfied tb
i < Tup

k , it shows that the time
reserved by the user meets the time judgment standard and can reach the elevator within
the specified time. Otherwise, tb

i ≥ Tup
k will need to make a new appointment.

For instance, the appointment data set is tb
i =

[
tb
2, tb

5, tb
12, tb

3

]
, i = 2, 3, 5, 12. The above

principles can be applied to the ranking judgment. If tb
3 ≥ Tup

3 , then the actual dispatch
order of the elevator is

{
floor 2, floor 5, floor 12

}
. If tb

3 < Tnp
3 , then the actual dispatch

order of the elevator is
{

floor 2, floor 3, floor 5, floor 12
}

. This method not only ensures the
elevator utilization and normal operation but also avoids the customer waiting time too
long. So, our method is not only safe but also can improve the speed of operation.

The first step is to screen all users on each floor according to the specified time standard.
The matching data constitutes Wup

ij and Wdown
ij . The original time data submitted by the

user is in W time
ijm . We need to compare each element of the upper triangle with the standard

time Tup
i . If wtime

ijm < Tup
i , it means that user m has enough time to arrive at the elevator

waiting area and meet the time filtering rules. Similarly, the lower triangle of W time
represents the actual situation of users who need to go downstairs. The total waiting time
also needs to be compared with the standard time Tdown

i . If wtime
ijm < Tdown

i , it is a user
who meets the time filter. The space filter is mainly determined by the capacity matrix C of
the elevator. The following section will give the specific matrix iteration algorithm.

Dynamic Matrix Iterative Optimization Algorithm

In the previous section, Section 2.2.5.1, we have introduced the time pre-screening
rule. This section mainly introduces the iterative algorithm under the spatial screening rule.
The characteristics of the algorithm must meet the conditions of the dynamic increase of
the population flow and the fixed elevator space. The question is how to quickly optimize
a better task allocation scheme so that let all users get a timely response and reach the
destination as quickly as possible. The matrix C is basically not used in calculations and
iterations, but it can be seen that the remaining space of elevator. First of all, when the ele-
vator completes the task upwards, it needs to calculate the movement matrix Min

n×n, Mout
n×n

in each iteration process.

(1) When the elevator moves upward.

The total number of people allowed to enter through each layer must be less than the
maximum load of the elevator; the mathematical expression is:

0 ≤
N

∑
j=2

min
ij ≤ Pload max, i = 1, 2, . . . N, j = 2, 3, . . . N. min

ij ∈ Min
n×n. (26)

At the first iteration, the elevator is ready to go up and handle the reservation tasks
on the first floor, and the initial value of the iterative algorithm satisfies the following
relationship: The remaining matrix R(1)=W (1)

up , the waiting matrix W (1)
up = Wup

n×n, and the

entering matrix M(1)
up = δ0

ijm
up
ij , 0 ≤

N
∑

j=2
mup

1j ≤ Pload max are given here. δ0
ij are the elevator
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space judgment functions. As long as the users are not overloaded, the first floor users will
be allowed to continue enter.

δ0
ij =



0
stop
∑

j=2
min

ij > Pload max = 15

1
stop
∑

j=2
min

ij ≤ Pload max = 15

. (27)

Stop is a subscript index of the entering matrix Min; it means that the elevator has
enough space for some users who from current floor to use it. Output the index number
j = 2, 3, . . ., stop, stop ∈ N+ that meets the judgment of elevator capacity. After the first
iteration, the remaining tasks are assigned to the second iteration W (2)

up = R(1), and the
following relationship exists between the iteration matrices :

R(1) = W (1)
up −M(1)

up , M(1)
out = 0. (28)

When the number of iterations is k ≥ 2, the iteration from the second floor to the
n-th floor.

R(k) = W (k)
up −M(k)

in . (29)

Expanding Formula (29), a more detailed iterative formula can be obtained.

rij = wup
ij − δk

ijm
up
ij i = 2, 3, . . . , N, j = 3, 4, . . . N. (30)

It should be emphasized that the elevator space judgment function δk
ij from the second

floor to the n-th floor is different from the judgment condition of the first floor, where Aci is
the loadable space when the elevator reaches the i− th floor; the detailed solution process
can be referred to Section 2.2.4.

δk
ij =



0
stop
∑

j=2
min

ij > Aci

1
stop
∑

j=2
min

ij ≤ Aci

. (31)

Finally, to the nth floor, we need to determine whether R(n) is a zero matrix or not.
If so, it means that all users with upward demand are loaded, and the task is completed.
If R(n) is a non-zero upper triangular matrix, it means that there is still a residual tasks.
According to the iterative algorithm, it enters the next cycle until R is a zero matrix. The
above is the upward iterative optimization algorithm of the reservation matrix. For the
downward iterative algorithm, it is similar to the upward process.

(2) When the elevator moves downward.

The total number of people allowed to enter each floor satisfies the following inequality
relationship:

0 ≤
N−1

∑
j=1

min
ij ≤ Pload max , i = 2, 3, . . . , N, j = 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. min

ij ∈ Min
n×n. (32)

When the elevator moves downward, start with layer n, initial assignment is
W (1)

down = Wdown
n×n , the algorithm defaults to the first iteration, and the iterative relationship

is as follows:
R(1) = W (1)

down −M(1)
in , M(1)

out = 0. (33)
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Calculating Equation (34) requires the use of the elevator space judgment function δ0
ij,

and the initial judgment conforms to Equation (27). Then, we can obtain a more detailed
iterative formula:

rNj = wdown
Nj − δ0

ijm
in
Nj i = N, j = 1, 2, . . . N − 1. (34)

The remaining tasks are assigned to the second iteration W (2)
down = R(1).

When the number of iterations is k ≥ 2, this belongs to the iteration from the n−1st
floor to the 1st floor.

R(k) = W (k)
down −M(k)

in . (35)

Further expanding of Formula (35), we get a more detailed iterative formula:

rij = wdown
ij − δk

ijm
in
ij i = N − 1, N − 2, ..1, j = N − 2, N − 3, . . . , 2, 1. (36)

Similarly, the elevator space judgment function here satisfies Equation (31). In addition,
the iterative algorithm also has the following law: The elevator moves in the same direction
from the 1st floor to the n floor at a time (or descends from the n floor to the 1st floor),
which are known as a motion semicycle of the elevator. This must satisfy the relationship is
that the total number of people entering the elevator is equal to the total number of people
leaving the elevator. The expression is as follows:

N−1

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=i+1

[
m(k−1)

in

]
ij
=

N

∑
i=2

N−1

∑
j=i

[
m(k)

out

]
ij

. (37)

Matrix Iterative Algorithm Optimization Process and Data Structure

Through the iteration of the above formula, it is possible to quickly calculate the
number of people on each floor, the number of people waiting, and the capacity matrix. In
addition, the results include entering matrix and remaining space of the elevator, which
are also very accurate. In order to better understand the iterative algorithm of this article.

Regarding the flow chart of data flow and optimization, it needs to be explained as
follows: It must be calculated first and then optimized. The calculation sequence must be:
first data pre-processing, filtering and optimizing the assigned tasks, and then using the
iterative method to calculate. The relationship between W , Min, Mout and C matrices have
been clearly described.

(1) Data pre-processing optimization: The advantage of the reservation elevator can
understand the number of people waiting to take the elevator on each floor and the
submission time, which is conducive to the accurate assignment of tasks.

(2) Time optimization: The reservation order is time-sensitive. If the timeout is not
reached or the reservation is too late, the system will delete this request information.
Within the acceptable waiting time of other customers, users who are close to the
elevator will be carried first.

(3) Automatic load limit: When the number of people specified by the elevator is reached,
the elevator will stop adding new users, which can effectively prevent overloading.

(4) Hierarchical management optimization: If the floor is exceptionally high, implement
the segmented mode of delivery. In other words, the building elevator will be divided
into high-level, middle-level, and low-level.

The elevator reservation data submitted by users are stored in the database, and then
part of datas will be transported in batches according to the preset time period T. The
data will be sorted dynamically according to the submission time sequence, and then the
users who meet the requirements will be selected according to the standard formula of
waiting time. Data update refers to the integration of database download tasks and the
remaining tasks in the previous stage, and the task flow in the new stage is formed after
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preprocessing. Here, we will be given a internal flow chart of the reservation elevator, as
shown in Figure 3, which shows the conversion relationship of the data structure.

Download data

Start

Data preprocessing

Waiting matrix W

Entering matrix inM

Optimization Strategy 1

Eexiting matrix outM

Capacity matrixC

Remaining matrix R

If R = = 0

Optimization Strategy 2

Out put results

End

N

Y

Data fusion

Real-time update

Sorting & Screening

Figure 3. Reservation elevator internal data structure relational graph.

Task Scheduling Equilibrium Efficiency of Elevator Group

The task assignment balance of the booking elevator group is an important measure of
work efficiency. An elevator group is composed of several elevators. If the task assignment
is not balanced, it will seriously affect the overall operation efficiency. This disharmonious
phenomena results in some elevators being overloaded and some other elevators with
small amount of tasks or more no-load. These will cause waste of elevator group resources,
and passengers cannot respond in time. Based on the above problems, this paper gives two
formulas for calculating the equilibrium efficiency of the elevator group. One is according
to the total number of people carried by each elevator to calculate the average efficiency.
The other way is to calculate the time of each elevator to complete the task assigned by
the system in a cycle. Assuming that an elevator group is composed of S elevators, and
each elevator in the elevator group moves upward and downward after a cycle, the total
number of NP

i carried by each elevator and the average number of N̄P carried by elevator
group in a cycle are counted. The equilibrium efficiency ηp of the elevator group can be
defined as:

ηp =
1
S

S

∑
i=1

(
1−

∣∣NP
i − N̄P

∣∣
NP

)
, N̄P =

1
S

S

∑
k=1

(
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

mk
ij

)
. (38)

After each elevator in the elevator group moves up and down after a movement cycle
(upward and downward movement), the time used for each elevator to complete a cycle
of tasks is counted as Ti. After all the elevators complete a cycle of task scheduling, the
average time required is T̄. tAk

ij represents the time used by the user mAk
ij to actually take

the lift. Then, the equilibrium efficiency ηT of the elevator group running time is:

ηT =
1
S

S

∑
i=1

(
1− |Ti − T̄|

T̄

)
, T̄ =

1
S

S

∑
k=1

(
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

tk
ij

)
. (39)
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2.3. Synergy and Control Principle of Elevator Group

The reservation elevator group algorithm is the basis of a single reservation elevator.
Elevator groups require higher coordination, emphasizing the overall optimization effect.
Its operating efficiency and total load are significantly better than single control elevators.
Therefore, the elevator group has more complex assigned tasks, which require timely
data updates, a fast budget, and timely optimizing of the best solution. The elevators
belong to indoor vertical transportation. It is also a part of the intelligent building, which
provides users with a convenient and comfortable living environment. As for the crowded
and high-frequency places, a single elevator cannot meet people’s needs, and it requires
multiple elevators for cooperative work.

The operation model of the elevator group is similar to the single elevator, but the
number of elevators is increased, and the collaborative optimization algorithm is embedded.
The traditional group control algorithm has difficulty dealing with the situation of high
speed, high frequency, and many random users. However, our method can deal with
this kind of the problem very well. Our algorithm fully considers the randomness of
passengers booking the elevators, and the mutual coordination between them, distance
optimization, time constraints, and other conditions. Therefore, our algorithm can cope
with more complex application environments, such as excessive human traffic, frequent up
and down demands, and rapid data changes in a short period of time. The logic control
and data feedback inside the elevator group are shown in Figure 4 below.

Elevator B

Elevator C

Elevator ...

Elevator H

Elevator A

Floor 2

Floor 1

Floor ...

Floor ...

Floor n

Floor i

Distribution task
Feedback result

Group Control
Elevator

Submit data

Waiting time

Door instruction

Figure 4. Elevator group internal control and reservation data exchange.

Considering energy saving issues, our elevator group algorithm has self-adaptive
characteristics, described in this paper. When using it, the number of starting elevators is
strictly based on how many tasks. Namely, according to the size of the task volume, the
number of elevators is gradually started. When the task volume is small, only one elevator
may be started one elevator to serve the users. When the task volume is particularly large,
all start. Therefore, the number of elevators ke enabled by the adaptive elevator group
algorithm satisfies the formula 1 ≤ ke ≤ n. Our task allocation plan is divided into two
steps. The first step is batch processing, pre-allocating all tasks to each elevator, and the
second step is the dynamic adjustment. When a customer does not arrive, the order will be
deleted. When a new user makes a reservation, the data will be stored in the database first.
As long as an elevator completes a periodic task, this reservation data will be added to the
new task table of the designated elevator. Finally, the data flow is stable and orderly by
screening and data fusion, the elevator group can achieve precise control according to the
real-time matrix iterative optimization algorithm. The cooperative relationship between
the elevator groups is reflected in two aspects, one is adaptive start, the other is alternately
completing tasks, using Balanced efficiency ensures that the amount of tasks assigned to
each elevator is basically the same.
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2.3.1. Data Pre-processing of Group Control Reservation Elevator

The data collection of the elevator group is similar to single elevator. The reservation
data need to be pre-processed before the matrix iterative algorithm, which specifically
involves the following key points:

(1) According to the movement direction of the elevator which can divide the reservation
data into two parts, they are uplink task table and downlink task table.

(2) If the customer makes an appointment too late, or does not arrive at the destination
in accordance with the time specified by the system, this data will be automatically
deleted. If you continue to ride, you need to make a new appointment.

(3) If the building is relatively high, and the hierarchical management is adopted, the
reservation data needs to be divided into three tasks, such as high, medium, and low.
The data pre-processing work is to improve the speed and accuracy of the elevator
system calculation.

2.3.2. Multi-Sensor of Elevator Groups Connection and Function

In fact, the core algorithm of this article is a matrix iterative optimization algorithm.
However, data acquisition and application are closely related to multi-sensor. Only when
the sensor is combined, the advantages of the algorithm’s function will be fully revealed. In
order to implement the algorithm and put it into daily applications, it does require multiple
sensors to support. For example, after APP reservation data is submitted, it needs to be
received by cloud sensors. The UWB technology used in the indoor navigation needs to
configure multiple signals receiving base stations in the mall to determine the location of
the mobile client. Moreover, when the user enters the elevator, it needs face recognition
verification. The recognition equipment itself is a kind of the image converted into digital
signal sensors. In addition, the elevator groups need to communicate with each other, such
as assign tasks, information feedback, and other activities, and also need the service and
support of communication sensors. The relationship and function of each sensor is shown
in Figure 5.

Historical data

UWB (TDOA)User registration

APP registration

Wechat applets

Submit on site

Elevator control system

Cloud sensor

Big Data

Laser positioning

Path optimization

Wireless sensor

Bluetooth device

Face recognition

Image sensor

Elevator A Elevator B Elevator ...

Feedback & collaborationDispatch instructions Communication sensor

Elevator N

Credit assessment

Figure 5. Multi-sensor data connection and functional of booking elevators.

Therefore, this article is related to multiple sensors and requires multiple sensors
to complete the task under the cooperation. This will make it possible for this article to
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transform theory into practice, which can better reflect the various functions of the model
proposed in this article, for example, long-distance booking, overload prevention, indoor
navigation, etc. Based on the above, this article gives the connection between multiple
sensors to help engineers or readers who are interested in this aspect to experiment. At the
same time, it also provides a new method for rapid dispatch and collaborative completion
of tasks for scheduling problems.

2.3.3. Two-Terminal Batch Transfer Method

Batch transmission optimization at both ends means that the elevator reaches the
highest floor (or the lowest floor) of the destination and then accepts the new task. New
instructions are not accepted during an operation. The advantages of this method are ease
of control and difficulty in making mistakes. During the execution, the control center needs
to quickly budget and update the form for the next data task. When each elevator in the
group elevator reaches the top, the next task must be given. If the task is too large, the
control center will continue to be started multi-elevator until all the elevators are in the
working state. When the task is reduced, the number of elevators is gradually reduced,
which is also the specific application of adaptive start-up algorithm, and the purpose is to
save energy. The data is updated at both ends each time. The purpose is that, when the
elevator completes the first batch of tasks, there will be new appointment data that needs
to update the total task table, which can ensure the frequency of data refresh and prevent
new users from waiting too long, which is also helpful in eliminating abnormal data.

2.4. Strategy for Preventing Malicious Data Intrusion

The data submission process may encounter filling errors, and customers have the
right to modify the data before entering the elevator. If the passenger submits the data
and abandons taking the elevator, the system will delete the user’s request and release
space for others. It is also important to verify the correspondence between the user and the
submitted data [39–41]. Figure 6 shows the two ways of reservation.

(a) On-site registration reservation (b) Remote scanning QR code or download
information reservation APP

Figure 6. Two common ways for users to book elevators.

The preventive measures can be suggested in the following four ways:

(1) Elevators with abnormal data in group control elevators (the user did not arrive at
the elevator on time) need feedback to the control center in time to re-assign tasks.

(2) Face recognition equipment is installed in each elevator. Users are required to upload
a recent photo or selfie for entry, which can be quickly matched when someone enters
the elevator. If the recognition fails, the system can also use Bluetooth to authenticate
the user.

(3) If the elevator encounters users who do not abide by the rules, a lot of people are
suddenly added to the elevator, which affects the assignment of collaborative tasks. At
this time, the elevator can be decoupled and isolated as a traditional algorithm elevator.
After the passengers are loaded, the collaborative relationship can be restored.

(4) When the user mobile phone has no power, they can touch the computer screen
outside the door to achieve one-on-one submission and take photos.
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3. Experimental Simulation
3.1. Numerical Example 1

This example selects an n-story building that relies on a single elevator to complete
the task; there is 10(n− 1) people on the 1st floor, 10(n− 2) people on the 2nd, and zero
people on the n-th. It is assumed that the users of this model can arrive at the elevator on
time and take the elevator in an orderly manner according to the system instructions. The
example stipulates that the initial position of a single elevator stays on the 1st floor when
no reservation is received. We combined with the matrix iteration algorithm proposed in
this paper. As long as the elevator has remaining space, users can use it on the current
floor, and the number of people entering the elevator forms the entering matrix Min

n×n. In
addition, there will be an exiting matrix Mout

n×n corresponding to the entering matrix. If the
task cannot be transported at one time, a remaining matrix Rup

n×n will be generated. The
specific process of the matrix iterative algorithm will be given below, and the initialized
waiting matrix Wup

n×n can be written as Equation (40).

Wup
n×n =



0 10 10 · · · 10
0 0 10 · · · 10
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...
... 0 10

0 0 · · · 0 0

. (40)

In the first iteration, the users’ data information of the users can be represented by
the following three matrices. The maximum number of elevator passengers is initially
specified as Pload max = 15. As long as the number of people is not overloaded, they can
always enter. The results of the first iteration are as follows:

M(1)
in =



0 10 5 · · · 0
0 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...
... 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 0

R(1)
in =



0 0 5 · · · 10
0 0 10 · · · 10
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...
... 0 10

0 0 · · · 0 0

, (41)

M(1)
out =



0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...
... 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 0

. (42)

The second iteration is similar to the first and runs in sequence without overloading.

M(2)
in =



0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 10 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...
... 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 0

R(2) =



0 0 5 · · · 10
0 0 0 · · · 10
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...
... 0 10

0 0 · · · 0 0

, (43)

M(2)
out =



0 0 0 · · · 0
10 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...
... 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 0

. (44)
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The n− 1th iteration, in the same way, according to the above regular iteration, we
can obtain iterative results of three matrices.

M(n−1)
in =



0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...
... 0 10

0 0 · · · 0 0

 R(n−1) =



0 0 5 · · · 10
0 0 0 · · · 10
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...
... 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 0

, (45)

M(n−1)
out =



0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . . 10

...
...

...
... 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 0

. (46)

The nth iteration corresponds to the highest floor. There are only people who get out
of the elevator on this floor, and the elevator is forbidden to move upwards. The remaining
matrix is a zero matrix, so the tasks have been finished.

M(n)
in =



0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...
... 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 0

 M(n)
out =



0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . . . . .

...
...

...
... 0 0

0 0 · · · 0 15

. (47)

Through the above matrix iterative algorithm, we can easily find the matrix iterative
method efficient and concise. The matrix can vividly describe the process of the user’s
dynamic use of the elevator, and the calculation is also very accurate. This case belongs to
an idealized model; number of people using the elevator and submission time are randomly
distributed at each floor, and there are also time constraints. Therefore, actual elevator
reservation data will be more complicated, requiring multiple elevators to complete the
task in collaboration [42]. Example 2 and Example 3 will be simulated for some booking
data of the elevator group in real life.

3.2. Numerical Example 2

This example studies a double control reservation elevator with a 12-story building [43].
Here, we screened out the reservation data submitted by users within 1–2 min. The model
stipulates that Elevator-A stays at 1st floor, Elevator-B stays 12st floor in the initial state,
and the appointment time is random. Table 2 contains the time limit reference standard,
starting floor number, destination floor number, the number of people, and elevator moving
direction is up or down. The floor stay time with reservation is set to t1 = 4 s, and the
time when the elevator passes through the non-reserved floor is set to t2 = 1 s. t3 indicates
the time from the user submission to the elevator waiting area. In this example, t3 is 0 by
default, indicating that all users have reached the waiting area. The bold data in Table 2 is
reserved first, and other black data are reserved in order.

Considering the overall efficiency, the first appointment person may not be the first to
respond, and users with a tolerable waiting time is 20 s. k is the direction logical value of
the index matrix. The number of crowds generated by this calculation example and the
appointment time sequence are very close to the actual situation. To test the effectiveness
of the algorithm, a sufficiently large crowd density is required to better reflect the stability
and robustness of the algorithm. The booked datas from Table 2 has been filtered according
to the waiting time standard.
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Table 2. Reservation tasks of 12-story building transported by double Elevator-AB.

Initial floor 11 11 10 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
Time limit 4 4 9 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

Destination floor 10 8 7 5 3 1 1 2 1 1
Task1 People Number 9 6 9 7 8 1 1 7 8 6

Down (k) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Initial floor 3 4 5 6 7 9 10
Time limit 6 11 16 21 26 32 37

Destination floor 5 8 8 9 11 11 11
Task2 People Number 8 8 2 7 2 1 1

Up(k) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Note: The bold data is reserved first, and other dates are reserved in order.

3.2.1. Double Control Elevator Matrix Iteration Algorithm

Step 1: The first uplink task of Elevator-A is formed by waiting matrix W A
up, using

the four-tuple representation method to record as
(

i, j, k, wAn
ijk

)
, which means that wAn

ijk the
number of users who wait the elevator from layer i to layerj. Four-tuple representation is
equivalent to matrix representation. Meanwhile, for

(
i, j, k, mA1

ij

)
, i represents the starting

floor, j is the destination floor, mA1
ij is the number of people who can enter in elevator in

first cycle, and the reservation data within 1 min is submitted as follows:
(3,5,2,8); (4,8,2,8); (5,8,2,2); (6,9,2,7); (7,11,2,2); (9,11,2,1); (10,11,2,1).
Step 2: In the first iteration, the crowd data will be formed a preallocation task, and

the rest is left for the next cycle. Maximum elevator capacity is Pload max = 15. When the
elevator is moving up, corresponding to Task2 in Table 2, the entering matrix MA1

in assigned
to the first cycle Elevator-A are as follows:

(3,5,2,8); (4,8,2,7); (5,8,2,2); (6,9,2,6); (9,11,2,1); (10,11,2,1).
Step 3: The remaining number is equal to the total number of people waiting minus

the number of people that can be carried this time. This relationship can be expressed as
W B1

up = RA1
up . The remaining tasks will be assigned to Elevator-B, and the entering matrix

of elevator B is MB1
in , the internal data vectorization is expressed as:

(4,8,2, 1); (6,9,2,1); (7,11,2,2).
Step 4: At first, Elevator-B stayed on the highest 12th floor. And then Elevator-B

begins to receive the downlink task after reaching the 11 floor, the waiting matrix W B1
down

corresponding to the Task1 in Table 2, and the reservation data can be written as four-tuple(
i, j, k, wB1

ijk

)
. Therefore, W B1

down the downlink task of Elevator-B is:
(11,10,1,9); (11,8,1,6); (10,7,1,9); (8,5,1,7); (7,3,1,8); (6,1,1,1); (5,1,1,1); (4,2,1,7); (3,1,1,8);

(2,1,1,6).
Step 5: During the downward movement of Elevator-B, time limit judgment is re-

quired before the tasks distribution. The data (Entering matrix is MA1
down) that meets the

elevator space restriction requirements are as follows:
(11,10,1,9); (11,8,1,6); (10,7,1,9); (8,5,1,6); (7,3,1,8); (6,1,1,1); (5,1,1,1); (4,2,1,5); (3,1,1,8);

(2,1,1,5).
Step 6: The remaining tasks generated by the descending Elevator-B will be completed

by Elevator-A at once, this process satisfies the relationship W A1
down = RB1

down. The internal
elements of entering matrix MA1

in can be expressed as:
(8,5,1,1); (4,2,1,2); (2,1,1,1).
Step 7: Elevator-A and Elevator-B start at the same time. In this model, elevator takes

4 s for the elevator to pass through the reserved floor and 1 s for the non-reserved floor.
Elevator-A needs time TA = TA

up + TA
down = 93 s to complete this tasks, while Elevator-B

takes the time TB = TB
up + TB

down = 62s. Therefore, the final time for the system to complete
the tasks is Tm = max(TA, TB) = 93. One cycle of the elevator is equal to 2 movement
frequencies, and the matrix iterative algorithm needs frequency of fm = 4 to complete
this example. The time equalization efficiency of our method is ηT = 80%, and the time
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equalization efficiency is only a reference because the average time equalization efficiency
of scan algorithm is only ηT = 34.17%, but the total running time is still relatively short.
Therefore, it is more accurate for us to compare the round trip frequency and the total
running time.

3.2.2. Comparison of Example 2 with Other Four Scheduling Algorithms

In order to compare the effectiveness of the algorithms proposed in Example 2, we
have selected four representative traditional scheduling algorithms to compare with our
method. The pre-processing also considers the waiting time of all passengers with a time
limit, which can quickly obtain qualified users. The matrix iterative optimization algorithm
is compared with FCFS, SCAN, LOOK, and SSTF scheduling algorithms. The variables
for comparison are the total time of work and full total round-trip frequency are used to
evaluate the quality of an algorithm.

(1) FCFS algorithm

The FCFS does not optimize the search for floors and has no real-time characteristics. It
is scheduled according to the order of passenger requests. The advantages of this algorithm
are fairness and simplicity, and defects include that the performance of this algorithm will
be severely degraded in the case of a large load. In the first cycle, the first two tasks (4,8,2,8)
and (10,7,1,9) need to be finished, and then the remaining tasks are completed based on the
load limit. If the dual-control elevator adopts the FCFS algorithm, the total time required is
Tf c f s = 122 s, and the movement frequency is f f c f s = 6.

(2) SCAN algorithm

Scanning algorithm (SCAN) is a scheduling algorithm that serves in the order of
floors. It allows elevators to continuously run back and forth between the bottom and top
floors. This algorithm has high stability, but the disadvantage is that the elevator belongs
to the default mode in the same direction every time it runs, which can easily cause the
user to choose the wrong direction. Moreover, the average response time of the scanning
algorithm is relatively longer. If the dual-control elevator adopts the SCAN algorithm,
the total time required is TSCAN = 146 s, and the movement frequency is fSCAN = 6. This
algorithm does not make any optimization in terms of floor response, so the movement
time is relatively long.

(3) LOOK algorithm

This algorithm is similar to the SCAN algorithm and has the characteristics of a round-
trip movement. The difference is that the SCAN algorithm has no request at both ends
when there is no need to go to the top and bottom of the elevator with no load, especially
during off-peak periods, the SCAN algorithm is more energy-efficient, and the running
time and elevator utilization are relatively ideal. The maximum time consumption of using
the LOOK algorithm is Tlook = max(T1, T2, T3) = max(26, 106, 28) = 106 s, and the total
frequency of elevator movement is flook = 6. The LOOK algorithm takes less time, but
the frequency of exercise is still relatively high. It is not good enough to balance the floor
optimization and waiting time.

(4) SSTF algorithm

SSTF algorithm, which focuses on the optimization of the elevator to find the floor. The
principle of the shortest seeking floor time priority algorithm to select the next service object
is the shortest time to find the floor. The advantage is that the request from the nearest
floor in the requested queue is the next service object. The drawback is that the algorithm
has a short average response time during peak usage periods, but the response variance is
large, and the request task of the remote floor has been in a waiting state. The maximum
time consumption of using this algorithm is Tsst f = max(T1, T2) = max(96, 56) = 96 s, and
the total frequency of elevator movement is fsst f = 4. Compared with the matrix iteration
method in this paper, the maximum time consumption and the number of movement
frequency are basically the same.
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3.2.3. Visualization of Numerical Results

In Figure 7a,c, the capacity matrix C visualization of elevator manned space during
Elevator-A upward and downward movement. It needs to be emphasized that the last
element and the first element of the capacity matrix C must be equal to the Pload max because
the elevators on the start floor and the destination floor are empty. As for Figure 7b, it
is an uplink entering matrix Mup

in of Elevator-A, which indicates that these users who
have been screened by the maximum load of the elevator and the time limit, Mup

in and
Mup

out are generated by the waiting matrix W . Figure 7d is a downlink waiting matrix
Wdown of Elevator-A, and the size and density of reservation people determine whether it
is necessary to start Elevator-B. Figure 7e mainly shows the remaining task will be finished
by Elevator-B in downlink. Figure 7f uses different algorithms for scheduling for the same
set of data. The numerical results show that the method proposed in this paper has the
lowest running time and round trip frequency frequency, as well as high efficiency, so the
matrix iterative optimization algorithm is better. There are two optimization steps when
assigning tasks, namely, the Elevator-AB staying position and the alternate completion of
the remaining tasks. This operation is for the balanced assignment of tasks. The operating
efficiency of the dual-control elevator in the Example 2 is definitely higher than that of the
single elevator in the Example 1. However, the solution theory and the iterative process
are similar. The first example is characterized by high floors and strong regularity in the
number of reservations. The Example 2 is a 12-story building, but the reservation datas
are very close to in real life. Next, in Example 3, we will introduce a 60-story building
with 6 elevators to complete the reservation task. Actually, the higher the upper floor and
the greater the density of using user’s are, the more advantages of the stability and high
efficiency of the algorithm will be reflected in this paper.

(a) Uplink capacity matrix C of Elevator-A. (b) Uplink entering matrix A
inM of Elevator-A.

(c) Downlink capacity matrix C of Elevator-A. (d) Downlink waiting matrix W of Elevator-A.

Figure 7. Cont.
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(e) in Downlink entering matrix M Bof Elevator-B (f) Comparison with others scheduling algorithms

Figure 7. Visualization results of double control reservation elevator in Example 2.

3.3. Numerical Example 3
3.3.1. Statement of Issues

This elevator group consists of six Elevator-ABCDEF; they work in coordination with
each other. This example simulates a 60-story building where users randomly booking
elevators [43–45]. There will be a waste of power and too long of a waiting time for users at
both ends floor when the operating cycle of all elevators are set 1st to 60th floors. Here, we
adopt the hierarchical management model to finish scheduling tasks in order to improve
efficiency. Elevator-AB is responsible for the transportation tasks of low floor areas (1st to
20th floors). Elevator-CD is responsible for the middle floor area (Uplink interval: 21st to
40th floors; Downlink interval: 40th to 1st floors). Similarly, Elevator-EF is responsible for
high floor areas (Uplink interval: 41st to 60th floors; Downlink interval: 60th to 1st floors).
According to the reservation time screening, the qualified data are differential stored in the
reservation Task 1 to Task 6.

3.3.2. Numerical Scheduling Results of Elevator Group with 6 Elevators

(1) Low-rise area.

For super high buildings, we adopt a hierarchical management modle to complete the
tasks of the elevator group. The low-floor area refers to floors 1–20, and the booked tasks
of users are mainly completed by Elevator-AB. Firstly, the task table needs to be divided
into uplink and downlink by the users’ direction demand index value of k. The low-floor
reservation information table (tasks to be completed) includes the waiting matrix W A1

down
and W A1

up from uplink Task1 and downlink Task2. i represents the initial floor, j is the

destination floor, k represents the move direction index in matrix W A1
ijk , and the subscript

of A1 represents the first motion cycle. W A1
up and W A1

down are all sparse matrix. The up and
down tasks of Elevator-AB are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Reservation tasks in the low area transported by Elevator-AB.

Initial floor 18 16 15 14 12 10 9 7 6 5 4
Time limit 6 12 17 22 32 42 47 57 62 67 72

Destination floor 1 13 11 10 8 7 4 1 2 1 1
Task1 People Number 1 6 7 3 5 4 2 7 2 6 3
(A-B) Down (k) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Initial floor 1 4 5 7 10 12 14 15 16 17 18
Time limit 4 11 16 22 27 33 45 50 55 60 65

Destination floor 5 8 10 12 15 19 20 19 20 20 20
Task2 People Number 5 3 2 4 2 4 1 2 1 1 2
(A-B) Up (k) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

The number of starting elevators shall be determined by the flow of people. In this
example, we collected reservation data within 2 min at the peak period. The elevator
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limited load requirements Ploadmax = 15. The time required for the elevator to stay on the
reserved floor is t1 = 4s, it takes time t2 = 1s for the elevator to pass through an unreserved
floor. The reference standard for user’s waiting time are: Tup = Fbt1 + (Fi − Fmin )t2 + t3,
Tdown = Fb t1 + (Fmax − Fi)t2 + t3. t3 indicates the time from the user submission place
to walk to the elevator waiting area. In this example, t3 is 0 s by default, indicating
that all users have reached the waiting area. The elevator group system first assigns
tasks to Elevator-A; if there are remaining tasks, Elevator-B will complete them. So, the
elevator group system allows parts of the users to take the elevator first, and the remaining
customers will be take it next time. The move matrix MA1

up and MA1
down are formed from

W A1
up and W A1

down. Elevator-A moves upward with a total of 27 people, and Elevator-B
moves downward with a total of 40 people. The internal elements of the moving matrix M
of Elevator-AB in the first movement cycle up and down are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Scheduling tasks of Elevator-AB in the first half cycle.

i 1 4 5 7 10 12 14 15 16 18

j 18 8 10 12 15 19 20 19 20 20
MA1

up k 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
P 9 2 1 3 2 4 1 2 1 2

i 18 16 15 14 12 10 9 7 6 5 4
j 1 13 11 10 8 7 4 1 2 1 1

MB1
down

k 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
P 1 6 7 1 5 4 2 7 2 3 2

After the system tasks are divided, Elevator-AB actually starts at the same time. It
should be emphasized that the initial position of Elevator-A stays on the 1st floor, and
Elevator-B stays on the 20th floor. Afterwards, Elevator-A moves upward and Elevator-B
moves downward. This belongs to initial location optimization, this setting can quickly
respond to users with different destination needs. At the same time, the remaining tasks
of Elevator-A and Elevator-B are completed by the other party after they are exchanged.
The purpose is to balance the workload of Elevator-AB basically the same and improve the
work cooperation efficiency. Following the matrix iterative formula, the uplink remaining
tasks of Elevator-A will be completed by Elevator-B. Meanwhile, the downlink remaining
tasks of Elevator-B will be completed by Elevator-A; this task assignment satisfies the
expressionW Bk

up = RAk
up , W Ak

down = RBk
down. The first movement cycle tasks of Elevator-AB

are shown in Tables 5 and 6. According to the tasks assigned by the elevator group system,
there will be no task transportation errors with each other. In a complete movement cycle
(one cycle up and down), the equilibrium efficiencies of Elevator-AB for carrying users is
ηP = 82.5%. The specific remaining tasks of Elevator-AB are as follows in Table 5.

Table 5. Scheduling tasks of Elevator-AB in the second half cycle.

i 7 14 16 17 i 4 5 14

j 12 20 20 20 j 1 1 10
MB1

up k 2 2 2 2 MA1
down

k 1 1 1
P 4 1 1 1 P 1 3 2

(2) Middle floor area

In the middle floor area, the elevator in the upward movement of the floor reservation
interval is from 21st to 40th floor, and downward movement of the floor reservation interval
is 40th to 1st floor. Therefore, the user is on the first floor, and the lowest reservation floor is
21 floors; 2–20 floors are prohibited uplink reservations. The advantage of this regulation is
to prevent the elevator from running for too long without load, resulting in waste of power
supply. In addition, without zoning, it is difficult to ensure that users on high floors can
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get a timely response. The scheduling tasks are completed by Elevator-CD. The booking
data of the middle floor part are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Reservation tasks in the middle area transported by Elevator-CD.

Initial floor 40 38 35 31 28 26 25 24 23 22 20
Time limit 4 10 17 25 32 38 43 48 53 58 64

Destination floor 18 15 22 19 25 17 14 12 8 1 1
Task3 People Number 1 5 2 1 2 4 2 6 4 3 2
(C-D) Down (k) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Initial floor 1 4 15 20 22 24 29 31 33 34 36
Time limit 4 11 26 35 41 47 60 70 76 81 91

Destination floor 22 28 30 33 35 35 37 38 39 40 40
Task4 People Number 9 5 2 5 1 6 3 1 5 4 1
(C-D) Up (k) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

The initial position of Elevator-C stays at 1st floor, and the initial position of Elevator-D
is the 40th floor. Therefore, in the first iteration, Elevator-C moves upward and Elevator-
D moves downward. Firstly, the up and down reservation information are separated
according to the value k of director index matrix, and the classified data are stored in the
downlink Task 3 and the uplink Task 4, respectively, in Table 6, Task3 and Task4 can be
recorded as waiting matrix W D1

down and WC1
up. Task3 and Task4 have the same number of

reserved orders, but the total number of reserved orders is significantly different. There are
two optimization strategies in the task assignment; one is to optimize the initial parking
position, and the other is the cross exchange of up and down tasks, in order to improve the
balance of carrying people.

For the task assignment problem in the middle floor , in first half cycle of motion,
Elevator-C is responsible for the uplink task, and Elevator-D is responsible for the downlink
task. The task assignment principle of Elevator-CD is similar to that of Elevator-AB, only
controlling the destination floor range difference from 21st to 40th floor when the elevator
moves upward. Elevator-C moves upwards and can carry the total number of 31 people,
and Elevator-D moves downwards and takes a total number of 19 people. From Table 7,
we can also find that the lowest floor reserved by the user is the 22nd floor, and the highest
floor is the 40th floor. In the downlink reservation data, the lowest floor number of the
destination is the 1st floor, and the highest floor is the 40th floor. The tasks assigned by the
elevator group to the point Elevator-CD can be represented by the moving matrix MC1

up and
MD1

down, for which elements are shown in the following, Table 7.

Table 7. Scheduling tasks of Elevator-CD in the first half cycle.

i 1 4 15 22 24 29 31 33 36

j 22 28 30 35 35 37 38 39 40
MC1

up k 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
P 9 5 1 1 6 3 1 4 1

i 22 25 26 28 31 35 38 40
j 1 14 17 25 19 22 15 18

MD1
down

k 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
P 2 2 4 2 1 2 5 1

In the second half cycle of the first movement, Elevator-CD will be exchanged with the
remaining tasks of the other party’s previous transportation (Table 7) as the transportation
task of this time (Table 8), and the transportation direction is also opposite to that of the
last time. We can use equation relations W Dk

up = RCk
up and WCk

down = RDk
down to represent

the task exchange process. It is also easy to observe the synergy of Elevator-CD from
the task table. The task volume of the two is basically the same, which can also shorten
the total operation time of elevator group. When the tasks in Table 8 are completed, it
indicates that the reservation task in the floor area in the elevator has been completed. After
running the scheduling tasks in Tables 7 and 8, it is equivalent to finishing a complete cycle.
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Elevator-C carries 13 people in total, and Elevator-D carries 11 people in total. The task
balance rate is ηP = 81.08%. The remaining dispatching tasks of elevator CD are shown in
the Table 8 below.

Table 8. Scheduling tasks of Elevator-CD in the second half cycle.

i 15 20 33 34 i 20 22 23 24

j 30 33 39 40 j 1 1 8 12
MD1

up k 2 2 2 2 MC1
down

k 1 1 1 1
P 1 5 1 4 P 2 1 4 6

(3) High-rise area

As for the high-rise area, the high floor range is from the 41st to 60th floors, which is
mainly completed by Elevator-EF. The initial position of Elevator-E stays at the 41st floor,
and the initial position of Elevator-F stays at the 60th floor. Firstly, the uplink and downlink
reservation information are divided by the index value of k. The lowest reservation floor
number for passengers is 41, and the highest reservation floor number is 60. When the
high-floor elevator passes through the 2–40 floors, it runs very fast because those floors are
prohibited uplink reservations. Floors 41–60 are the normal working stage, and the speed
remains stable. The users who need to go upstairs and downstairs are random, and the
total number of requests is the same. The high floor reservation data is as follows Table 9.

Table 9. Reservation tasks in high-rise areas transported by Elevator-EF.

Initial floor 60 58 57 52 51 50 48 46 43 40 40
Time limit red4 10 15 24 29 34 40 46 53 60 60

Destination floor 1 2 4 2 3 1 1 5 5 1 2
Task5 People Number 1 2 4 2 3 1 1 5 5 1 2
(E-F) Down (k) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Initial floor 1 4 15 17 24 30 32 39 41 42 45
Time limit 4 11 26 32 43 53 59 70 76 81 92

Destination floor 41 48 44 52 45 39 50 51 59 60 60
Task6 People Number 2 2 4 1 1 1 7 3 1 1 6
(E-F) Up (k) 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

We can get the solution of Elevator-EF by the matrix iterative optimization algorithm.
The data in Table 9 are transformed into the waiting matrix W E1

down and W E1
up. Due to

the limited space of the elevator, it can carry up to 15 people at a time. Therefore, it is
impossible for the elevator EF to carry all tasks in a single movement, and the remaining
tasks are operated by another elevator. Combining load limit and time constraints to select
some users taking the elevator, matrix ME1

up and MF1
down of Elevator-EF can be obtained.

The total number of 22 people are carried by Elevator-E when Elevator-E move upward.
During the whole process of Elevator-F descending, the total number of 17 passengers are
carried by Elevator-F, the results of Elevator-EF carrying task are shown in Table 10.

Table 10. Scheduling tasks of Elevator-EF in the first half cycle.

i 1 4 15 24 30 32 39 41 42

j 41 48 44 45 39 50 51 59 60 60
ME1

up k 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
P 2 2 4 1 1 4 1 1 1 5

MF1
down

i 60 58 57 52 51 50 48 46 43
j 1 19 31 43 17 33 34 30 22
k 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
P 1 2 4 2 3 1 1 1 2

It is impossible to complete all high floor reservation tasks by relying solely on
elevator E, which requires coordination between elevator F. First, when elevator E is
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started, it is found that there are still remaining tasks RE that are not completed, and
the remaining tasks are left to F to complete. Therefore, elevator F is also needed to
assist in completing the remaining tasks of elevator E and satisfy the relations W F1

up =

RE1
up, W E1

down = RF1
down. Then, we combined the matrix iterative algorithm of this article

to finish the remaining tasks, and a complete task of F elevator is as follows, in Table 11.
By calculating the number of people carried by elevator EF, the equilibrium rate is 83.64%.
The total 6 elevators are divided into 3 groups according to the floor range. According to
the number equilibrium efficiency formula proposed in this paper, we calculate that the
overall equilibrium efficiency of the Example 3 elevator group is ηP = 82.41%.

Table 11. Scheduling tasks of Elevator-EF in the second half cycle

i 32 39 45 i 46 43 40 40

j 50 51 60 j 30 22 1 18
MF1

up k 2 2 2 ME1
down

k 1 1 1 1
P 3 2 1 P 4 3 2 1

4. Discussion

In this paper, we mainly study the optimization algorithm for group control elevator
with reservation function. In terms of data collection, reservations can get accurate data in
advance [46]. The difference from traditional elevators is that the reservation elevator’s
data is more accurate and complete, such as the number of reservations on each floor, the
remaining space of the elevator, and the arrival time; these variables are also key factors
in the optimization problem. This paper also proposes the nearest neighbor principle
with time constraints, which can quickly select users who meet the standards. Finally,
the numerical results can be obtained through the matrix iterative algorithm. In terms of
model solving, this paper proposes a matrix iteration method, which can quickly calculate
the number of people on each floor, waiting matrix, and remaining matrix. Moreover,
the matrix iteration method is more intuitive and concise than the traditional energy
method, the Monte Carlo, and the fuzzy control method. For extra-high floors, this article
recommends adopting a hierarchical management model. This method improves the speed
and utilization of elevators.

In addition, the complexity of the presented algorithms in both the single and group
elevator cases will be discussed here. In fact, this is a knowledge connection bridge and
focus of application that deserve to be explained. The difference between a single elevator
and an elevator group is mainly described from the following points.

(1) The main characteristics of a single elevator are low floors, low density of people flow,
low efficiencies, and relatively simple task management, while the main characteristics
of elevator groups are: high floors, high density of people flow, high work efficiency,
and synergy between elevators.

(2) Single elevator task distribution belongs to a one-to-one relationship, and elevator
group task assignment belongs to a one-to-many relationship.

(3) For the same task, the complexity of a single elevator and an elevator group is obvi-
ously different. A single elevator needs to consider the total number of reservations p,
the total number of floor destinations k, and the round-trip cycle is T = n. pi means
to reach the i-th destination floor how many people are going out, and the complex
formula of a single elevator is:

O(n) = n

(
k

∑
i=1

p− pi

)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. (48)

For the elevator group, the influencing factors of the complexity are the total number
of people p, the total number of floor destinations k, the round-trip period of each elevator
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is Ti = ni, and the number of elevators m. Then, the complexity formula of the elevator
group is:

O(m) =
M

∑
i=1

mi ·
N

∑
j=1

nj

(
k

∑
t=1

p− pt

)
, i = 1, 2, . . . , M, j = 1, 2, . . . , N, t = 1, 2, . . . , k. (49)

The complexity of the elevator group is positively correlated with the number of tasks.
When there are few tasks, only part of the elevators participate in transportation. When

only one elevator starts, the corresponding relationship satisfies F (ni) =
M
∑

i=1
mi = 1, and

the cycle of round trip is T(ni) =
N
∑

j=1
nj = n. At this time, the elevator group has the

minimum complexity Omin(n), which is the same as the complexity of a single elevator
operation, and is denoted as Omin(m) = O(n). When there are many tasks, each elevator
participates in operation, and the operation cycle reaches the maximum of n. Then, the
elevator group has the maximum complexity Omax(m).

Omax(m) = m · n ·
(

k

∑
i=1

p− pi

)
= mO(n), i = 1, 2, . . . , k. (50)

Therefore, the complexity of the elevator group is a range. The lower limit is a single
elevator, and the upper limit is close to m times of the single elevator. Since there is a
collaborative optimization in the elevator group, the total number of operation cycles
T < mn. The final complexity relationship can be expressed as:

O(n) ≤ O(m) < mO(n). (51)

Furthermore, the advantages of the reservation elevator matrix iteration algorithm
are high coordination, fast response, batch process, and adaptive function. Adding face
recognition technology to the system can also improve the stability of the algorithm. The
deficiency of this model is that our algorithm considers task batch distribution at both ends
of the booking floor and does not consider the second point-by-point optimization [47,48].
When the number of reservations increases sharply, the difficulty of optimization and
the amount of calculation are increased. In fact, with dynamic redistribution of elevator
tasks, there is still room for optimization and improvement. If the second point-by-point
optimization is opened, the utilization rate of the elevator will be higher, but the elevator
should feedback the position, available space, and unfinished tasks in time whenever it
passes through each floor; these tasks will also increase the amount of calculation. The
schematic diagram of the two optimization cycles is shown in Figure 8.

2T 3T ...
iT 1nT nT...

1T

First optimization Second optimization

Task batch processing Point to point optimization

Figure 8. Batch optimization and point-to-point optimization work cycle.

Overall, future elevator design should consider creativity and efficiency, to design
faster and more convenient commercial buildings, such as the Rubik’s Cube Building, i.e.,
horizontal elevators and vertical elevators mixed-use so that people can reach any location
with a high speed in the building, forming a fast channel, which can help people save
a lot of time. Another idea for the development of energy-saving elevators is to use the
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energy generated by gravitational potential energy to recycle [49]. In addition, shopping
malls with a particularly dense flow of people can design double-layer hoisting boxes to
increase the number of people and increase the utilization rate [50,51]. For the design of
elevator doors, we hope to open three sides, providing people in different directions to
quickly enter into the elevator, increasing space utilization. In the densely populated areas
of comprehensive buildings, we establish a common spindle elevator in the ring center to
save more space and energy. If mobile phone software is embedded with voice recognition,
using the reservation system will be more convenient. The reservation model established
in this paper can form a foundation for high-speed elevators and high-efficiency modern
elevators. The follow-up work will continue to explore and create new algorithms to
promote the intelligent building and the digital age realization earlier, as well as better
serve the public life of humanity.

5. Conlusions

This article mainly studied the optimization problem of elevator group and advocates
the production and use of booking elevators. We have clarified the difference between the
reservation elevator and the traditional elevator. A dynamic matrix iterative optimization
algorithm is proposed in this article. The indoor navigation UWB algorithm is applied to
the reservation system to facilitate people finding the elevator quickly. In addition, we
define a new time screening principle, which can quickly select qualified users, accelerate
the smooth operation of the elevator, reduce the waiting time of users, and improve the
accuracy of task pre-allocation. Three numerical examples are given: a single elevator,
double control elevator, and elevator group consisting of 6 elevators. Example 1 is a single
elevator in an n-storey building, and the numerical results show that the matrix iteration
method to deal with the reservation elevator data is not only very visual, convenient, nor
having strong regularity. Example 2, our algorithm, highlights the characteristics of short
time and low round-trip frequency by comparing with FCFS, SCAN, LOOK, and SSTF
scheduling algorithms. The matrix of numerical iteration is visualized, and the number of
people, elevator space, and remaining tasks on each floor can be observed. Example 3, for
high-rise buildings, in this paper adopts high, medium, and low hierarchical management
model. This model has high coordination, fast response, batch process, and adaptive
function. Finally, we also discussed and compared the complexity of single elevator
and elevator group algorithms, satisfying the relationship is O(n) ≤ O(m) < mO(n).
The advantages and disadvantages of our algorithm are also analyzed in detail, and the
research value and significance of this article are further reflected. In the future, we will
continue to explore more efficient and intelligent algorithms for elevator groups.
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